
PISTOL  TOOL™

NON-HARDENED 
STAINLESS STEEL 
PICK/SCRAPER

1911 GOVERNMENT  
BARREL BUSHING WRENCH 

(ON REVERSE SIDE)

FINE TOOTH  
METAL FILE

3" TANTO KNIFE

1911 OFFICER  
BARREL BUSHING 

WRENCH

3/32" PIN PUNCH  
WITH 8-32 THREADS

2.5" LONG BIT 
DRIVER

TAP HAMMER 
SURFACE

4 BONDHUS  
PROTANIUM®  

HEX KEYS FOR  
LASER SIGHTS

USER  GUIDE  &  WARRANTY
ABOUT THE TOOL:  The Pistol Tool’s unique design allows for quick visual and physical access to each of its one-
hand-operational implements. When opened completely, these implements will lock in place using a liner lock 
system. To disengage the liner lock, simply push it towards the center of the tool and close the corresponding 
implement. Make sure that only one implement is opened at a time. Before opening another implement, the first 
implement must be closed.

PIN PUNCH:  During use check fitment of pin punch 
to all pin diameters before applying pressure. The 
pin punch is threaded to the tool with standard 8-32 
threads. The pin punch may be removed which allows 
the tool to be used with other common gun cleaning 
accessories with 8-32 threads. If necessary, the pin 
punch can be unthreaded and lightly tapped with the 
tap hammer at the end of the tool to ease a snug pin 
in or out of its location. Never forcefully hammer on 
this tool to remove a stuck or jammed pin. 

PICK / SCRAPER:  The pick / scraper is made from a 
non-hardened stainless steel casting. Though the 
material has not undergone extensive hardening, this 
does not mean that it cannot scratch your firearm. 
Please use caution to avoid damaging your firearm. 

1911 BARREL BUSHING WRENCHES:  The barrel bushing 
wrenches are designed to fit both Government and 
Officer model 1911 firearms. The wrenches are made 
of an engineering resin which is ultra tough but 
non-marring. When using the wrench make sure that 
the muzzle is oriented correctly and that the muzzle 
face is pressed flat against the surface of the wrench. 
The opening between the wrenches also makes an 
excellent mount for a carabiner if desired. 

BIT DRIVER / METAL FILE AND BITS:  The Pistol Tool’s 
bit driver is hardened to give strength and longevity 
to its accompanying metal file. The bit driver must 
be opened 180º and locked before use. The bits have 
a black oxide coating for protection, and utilize ball 
detents for a secure fit. 

HEX KEYS:  The Pistol Tool is equipped with four 
Bondhus Protanium® hex keys to adjust a variety of 
laser sights and other small accessories. These are 
strong, accurate and made in the USA.

The set of four includes: .0625",  .050", .035", .028" 

KNIFE BLADE:  The tanto blade is designed for high 
performance cutting. It is great for daily use as well 
as opening ammunition boxes, cutting rope and even 
trimming cleaning patches. Only re-sharpen the blade 
with a carbide or ceramic sharpener following the 
sharpener manufacturer’s instructions. Like many of 
the implements this blade has a gray titanium coating 
which ads to its rust resistance and hardness. 



PISTOL  TOOL™

USER  GUIDE  (CONT INUED)
SAFETY:  Before using any of the Pistol Tool’s gun-related implements on a firearm, you must MAKE SURE THAT THE FIREARM IS UNLOADED 
AND SAFE to work on. It is your responsibility to exercise caution during the use of this tool, especially when using the  
knife blades. Always direct the points, edges and cutting strokes away from yourself and others. It is your responsibility to ensure that every 
precaution is taken when using this tool.

Do not deploy more than one implement at a time, and fully close or store each implement after use. To avoid injury or damage to your firearm 
check fitment of the pin punch before use. Do not apply extreme leverage to any of the Pistol Tool’s implements.

CARE & MAINTENANCE:  Your Pistol Tool should be cleaned, dried and re-oiled periodically. The titanium coating on the exterior of the 
implements and side plates makes an excellent rust inhibitor as well as a surface hardener, however this tough surface still requires 
maintenance to avoid damage. Clean with a mild solution of detergent and water, dry thoroughly, and oil pivot areas and metal surfaces with a 
lightweight machine oil or non-volatile penetrating oil. Avoid getting oil on polymer side plates and remove overspray or spillage. Note that the 
implements are made of corrosion-resistant stainless steel, but no stainless steel is rust proof. If spots or stains appear, remove with a non-
metallic abrasive pad and wipe with penetrating oil. Like any other knife, the blade of the Pistol Tool will require sharpening occasionally. If you 
are inexperienced or do not feel comfortable with sharpening please do not attempt it. If necessary,  
please contact a local professional for assistance.

WARRANTY
WARRANTY:  Limited – 3 Year Warranty:  The Pistol Tool is guaranteed free of defects in materials and workmanship for three years 
from date of original purchase. Real Avid will replace or repair any product that proves defective upon our inspection. Use of the Pistol 
Tool for anything other than its intended purpose is considered misuse and voids this warranty. For warranty service, send the product, 
proof of purchase with shipping paid, along with an explanation of the defect, as well as your name, address and phone number to 
the address below. This warranty excludes damage resulting from deliberate or accidental misuse. Warranty does not cover rust, stains 
or corrosion, or normal wear and tear. Repair or replacement is the exclusive remedy under this warranty. Real Avid, its partners and 
affiliates are not liable for incidental or consequential damage resulting from use. Some states do not allow exclusion or limitation 
of incidental or consequential damages; therefore, the above exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal 
rights, and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

TO FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS:  As the owners of Real Avid, authenticity isn’t just a strategy here. It’s a guiding philosophy. It arises out of our 
faith and personal relationships with Jesus Christ. We know that our creativity and success ultimately comes from Him. He cares about each of 
us and about our customers. We’re not perfect, but we are committed to following Him in our personal and business lives. 

We look forward to growing our relationship with you and continuing to earn our place.
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